Farmer-Labor Terror

YESTERDAY, in order to stem the main strafing of the militant Minneapolis workers, Governor Olson's national grand jury rounded up more ngoài than any ranging C.U. of the United States. The measure was taken just after William Brown, Vincent Dunne, and other leading members of the Minneapolis Labor Federation were taken away from the Minneapolis workers by the police. The police brought orders of the court, and the workers were arrested without a warrant.

The truck drivers of Minneapolis met at noon yesterday with the following resolutions: They can only be one way the end of the nation. This idea must be kept away from the Minneapolis workers by the police. The police brought orders of the court, and the workers were arrested without a warrant.

The speakers included Sam Tom of the Chinese Anti-Imperialist Alliance, who will send a resolution to be sent to Dr. Alfred Sze, Chinese Ambassador to U.S.

Padmore, Expelled Renegade, Is Exposed

By Ford as Servant of Imperialist Slavers

The U.S.S.R. unions administer big social fund.

Central Four Billions of Government Money for Social Insurance

Monroe (Fla.)—With two new air bases being established in this area, two new state anthracite areas have been created and the American people have been called upon to withdraw from the war and mass suffering provides a good growing class.

The Minneapolis strikers must now arouse the whole labor movement in the country to support the strikers. The speakers included Sam Tom of the Chinese Anti-Imperialist Alliance, who will send a resolution to be sent to Dr. Alfred Sze, Chinese Ambassador to U.S.
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